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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, a fully nonlinear finite element study of the flexural behavior of doubly
reinforced concrete beams strengthened using different Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer
(CFRP) composite strengthening configurations has been carried out. Prior to the study, a total of
six beams were constructed, pre-cracked, strengthened and tested to failure under a four-point
loading condition (Zhao and O’Riordan-Adjah, 2004). Then, for the purpose of this thesis work,
detailed three dimensional finite element models were created not only to correlate the results
obtained from the experiments, but also to predict the load capacity, failure modes and crack
pattern of reinforced concrete (RC) beams strengthened using Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP)
composites. Knowing the behavior for each of the materials that compose the beam (concrete,
steel, bonding material or interface, and FRP laminates) and how to get their properties, an
accurate and representative finite element model can be created.
Tests and analytical (FE) results showed that the strengthened configuration plays an
important role in the overall strength, failure mechanisms, and, more significantly, the ductile
behavior of the beams. Considerable increases in the load-carrying capacity of the RC beams
were observed. Increases that range from 12% (using FRP only on the bottom of the beam) to
35% (FRP on the bottom + 45 degrees sides’ configuration as explained later) compared to the
control beam before ultimate failure were obtained. Failure modes were also affected since the
beam with only FRP on the bottom failed completely by debonding of the laminate while the
beams with side FRP anchorage strips failed by a combination of composite debonding on the
sides and concrete crushing. Finally, ductile behavior of the beams was greatly improved due to
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the application of the strengthening material on the side of the concrete beams, serving as an
anchorage to the bottom fabric.
The accuracy of the model has been validated comparing the results obtained from the six
beam tests to the ones determined using the FE approach. Good agreement between the two has
been found.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction
During the past few decades the world has experienced a fast increase in the number of
structures built in the construction industry. All types of infrastructures, including bridges,
airports, buildings, etc., have been constructed, but like every structure, they deteriorate. When
their serviceability life is reached, the engineer has two options: first, demolish them so new
structures can be built and second, restore them so they can still serve their purpose. In many
cases, the high cost of building a new structure and the immediate need of it obligate architects
and engineers to choose the second option: restoration.
Restoration is not always an easy task to accomplish by designers and builders, and
sometimes is even harder than the creation of a new structure. One of the problems confronted
by engineers is the selection of the materials to be used for the restoration. The way these
materials are going to be applied must not interrupt the use of the structure being reinforced, in
the case of some highway bridges. With the purpose of avoiding this inconvenience, there is a
material that has become more popular in recent years. It is called FRP, which stands for Fiber
Reinforced Polymer. It has several advantages compared to traditional materials used for
strengthening. Some of these advantages are: light weight, high stiffness, resistance to corrosion
and others. However, like any other material, it presents some drawbacks that include high cost
and brittle failure behavior. It is elastic until it reaches certain strain when it suddenly fails
1

without warning. Also, the material that is used to bond the FRP to the strengthened part fails
catastrophically.
Researchers around the word have studied this problem for over a decade, and it is still
not well understood. Experiments of full-sized beams reinforced using FRP composites have
been carried out to have a better understanding of the causes of this sudden material failure.
Two- and three-dimensional finite element models have been created with the purpose of
predicting different failure modes that can take place during the experimental phase.
The main objective of this study is to create a finite element modeling methodology that
is able to predict the loads, crack patterns and failure modes of reinforced concrete beams
externally strengthened with FRP aligned in various configurations. Knowing the loads that RC
beams can sustain and their failure mechanisms is vital in the design process. Ductility can be
determined from the load-displacement outputs given by the finite element analysis, so the
beam’s safety can be evaluated.

1.2 Literature Review
Finite Element Models are used around the world to make graphical representations of
almost everything. Structural modeling is not that different. Two- and three-dimensional models
are employed to simulate the structural behavior under any type of load. Unfortunately, three
dimensional models (3-D), which are in most of the cases more realistic, are often not chosen
due to the time that it takes to create them (results in a cost increase) and to the increase of
computation time taken for analysis. Instead, two dimensional (2-D) models are selected. These
are two of the reasons that most of the research that involves finite element modeling of
reinforced concrete is done using 2-D models (Darwin, 1993).
2

Even though 2-D models do not consider the Poisson’s ratio of the material in the out-ofplane direction, some good work has been accomplished to accurately represent the behavior of
concrete beam strengthened using FRP composite. Some of the works related to this project are
summarized below.

1.2.1 Finite Element Modeling of Reinforced Concrete Structures with FRP
In a Kachlakev et al. report [2], the authors used four full-sized beams, which were a
replica of the transverse beams of the Horsetail Creek Bridge. These beams were tested with
different FRP alignments under four-point loading. A three-dimensional finite element computer
model was created to predict the behavior of the beams, which included the load-deflections at
midspan, cracking loads and patterns at failure. Even though the finite element model of
Kachlakev et al. revealed more stiffness due to the exclusion of the bond slip between concrete
and steel, general behavior was still in good agreement with test data. Also, crack patterns were
similar to the observed failure modes from the experiment. Further work on this subject can be
found in references [3], [4], and [5].

1.2.2 Debonding Failure of RC Structural Members Strengthened with FRP
Laminates
In a research by Camata et al. [6], the authors investigated the brittle failure modes using
a two dimension finite element program. Two flexural specimens designed to represent a beam
and a slab were tested under four-point loading using the Merlin finite element program. The
program used bi-linear softening law to model the tensile and shear behavior of the interface.
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The model revealed shear failure at the end plates, plate end peeling and midspan debonding.
Additionally, it was discovered from a series of parametric studies that within a particular plate
length range, a relationship can be established between debonding under the point load and plateend peeling.

1.2.3 Bond between Concrete and FRP Composites
Research of great significance to this thesis is the work done by Monti et al. [7]. A fully
nonlinear finite element model was created with the purpose of studying the strength of FRPconcrete interfaces in anchorage zones. Two types of anchorage zones were modeled: uncracked
and cracked zones. Uncracked zones are often found at the end of the reinforced concrete beams
while cracked zones are predominately found at midspan. The finite element model was
validated by comparing the FE and experimental results.
Some of the results obtained from the study can be summarized as follows:
•

The presence of cracks greatly affects the bond strength between the concrete and
the FRP composites.

•

The difference between the uncracked bond strength and the corresponding
cracked bond can go up to 25%.

•

In simply-supported concrete beams subjected to four points loading, the location
of the cracks in the constant moment zone can affects greatly the local behavior
of the interface between the concrete and the composite.
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1.2.4 Diagonal Macro-Crack Induced Debonding Mechanisms in FRP Rehabilitated
Concrete
Niu et al. [8] made a significant contribution to the understanding of crack initiated
debonding. They studied the mechanisms involved with the diagonal cracks (debonding initiation
and propagation) through a fracture mechanics based finite element model. The analysis was
based on the experiments conducted by Wu et al. (2000) on beams rehabilitated with PBO
(woven fabrics comprising polybenzoxazole) subjected to three points loading. Two types of
cracks were investigated: flexural and shear cracks.
During the study, it was found that vertical flexural cracks usually yield local regions of
high shear stress concentration at the interface, while diagonal cracks lead to both normal and
shear stress which produce peeling-off of the composite due to the mix of these two stresses. A
list of some of the results found from this work is shown as follows:
•

Concrete tensile strength affects the rate of cracking, debond initiation level, and
propagation of cracks.

•

The tensile fracture energy is closely related to the mode of crack formation,
propagation, and ultimate failure load.

•

Interfacial stiffness has a major role in the stress transfer, level of load drop after
debonding initiation, and overall ductility at failure.

•

Interfacial bond strength influences greatly the debonding mechanisms and failure
load levels.

5

CHAPTER 2

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

2.1 Introduction to DIANA
DIANA, which stands for DIsplacement ANAlyzer, is a general purpose finite element
software based on the Displacement Method [9]. Since its creation in 1972, DIANA has been
under constant improvement at TNO Building and Construction Research in The Netherlands.
DIANA’s most powerful tools are in the modeling of concrete and soils behavior under basically
any condition.
Standard DIANA application work includes: concrete cracking, excavations, tunneling,
composites, plasticity, creep, cooling of concrete, engineering plastics, various rubbers,
groundwater flow, fluid-structure interactions, temperature-dependent material behavior, heat
conduction, buckling, sub structuring, etcetera [9]. DIANA’s element type ranges from the more
simple (straight beams elements) to the more complex ones (spring and interface elements).
DIANA also offers an outstanding variety of material models that can easily be used to describe
the elastic and/or nonlinear behavior (softening) of any structure.
A large diversity of analysis can be used with this computer program. Some of these are:
linear, static, nonlinear, dynamic, stability, potential flow, coupled flow-stress, phased, parameter
estimation, lattice, last but not least nonlinear-dynamic analysis. Material models that are offered
include: elasticity, cracking, viscoelasticity, soil specials, interface nonlinearities, and usersupplied material models. To be able to solve the system of equations that are obtained from the
6

finite element, several solution procedures are provided. Linear equations, nonlinear equations,
eigenvalues, and sub structuring are the main solvers used by DIANA for this purpose.
Basically, there are three ways of providing the input to DIANA. The first, a Batch
Interface, where the user defines the finite element model via an input data file [9]; the second,
Graphical User Interface (GUI), also call iDIANA, where the input data is created automatically
from the basic model geometry; and finally, User-supplied Subroutines, where the code of
various subroutines with predefined arguments may be supplied to define special material
models, interface behavior, etc. [9].
To specify how the analysis is performed, analysis commands must be provided to the
program. It can be done using iDIANA, a program that transforms the command input from a
graphical interface form to an MS-DOS application that internally executes the commands. Also,
the results to be output from the analysis and the elements and/or nodes that these correspond has
to be included within the analysis commands.

2.2 Geometrical Modeling
Six doubly reinforced concrete beams were constructed and tested under a four-point
bending test at the University of Central Florida Structure Laboratory [10]. All the beams were
132 inches long, 6 inches wide and 11 inches tall (Figure 2.1). The longitudinal steel
reinforcement consisted of two # 3 bars for the compression zone and three # 5 bars for the
tension zone. Additionally, the shear reinforcement consisted of # 3 bars for the stirrups with 4
inches of spacing along the variable moment zone (between loads and supports) as shown in
Figure 2.2. The beams were loaded symmetrically with two concentrated point loads as
schematized below.
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Figure 2.1: Concrete and Steel Reinforcement Configurations for all Beams

Figure 2.2: Concrete Cross-Sectional Area and Reinforcement Details

All the specimens were pre-cracked prior to the application of the reinforcing material
(CFRP) with the purpose of simulating the real structural condition (cracking due to service
loads) of the beams at the moment of strengthening.
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CFRP with different strengthening schemes was used on five of the six beams as
described below.
•

Control Beam: RC beam with no CFRP attached.

•

Design 1: RC beam with unidirectional CFRP attached to the bottom of the beam.

•

Design 2: RC beam with unidirectional CFRP attached to the bottom and four 90º FRP
U-wrap-type strips on each half of the beam. The vertical lengths of the strips decrease
progressively, with the longest strip closest to the supports and the shortest strip closest to
midspan.

•

Design 3: RC beam with unidirectional CFRP attached to the bottom and three 45º FRP
U-wrap-type strips with the same length on each half of the beam.

•

Design 4: RC beam with unidirectional CFRP attached to the bottom and three FRP Uwrap-type strips aligned in different directions (45, 60 and 90 degrees) on each half of the
beam.

•

Design 5: RC beam with unidirectional CFRP attached to the bottom and four 90º FRP
U-wrap-type strips on each half of the beam. The vertical length of the strips increase
with the longest strip close to midspan and the shortest close to the supports.
The different configurations used during the study can be seen in schematized form as

shown in Figure 2.3 to Figure 2.8 below.
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Figure 2.3: Control Beam

Figure 2.4: Design 1

Figure 2.5: Design 2
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Figure 2.6: Design 3

Figure 2.7: Design 4

Figure 2.8: Design 5
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2.2.1 Finite Element Meshes
Three dimensional finite element meshes (Figure 2.9 to Figure 2.14) were created to take
into consideration important factors that cannot be easily included using a two dimensional
approach, such as lateral expansion due to poison’s ratios, orthotropic behavior of CFRP
composites and a more realistic damage behavior of the concrete under triaxial stress situation.
Since the structure and loading scheme were symmetrical in the longitudinal and transverse
directions, it was only necessary to model one quarter of the beams, reducing the computing time
considerably.
1x1x2 inch elements
1x1x1 inch elements

Midspan
Left support location

Figure 2.9: Finite Element Mesh for the Control Beam

Concrete

FRP Composite

Figure 2.10: Finite Element Mesh for Design 1
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FRP U-wraps strips

Figure 2.11: Finite Element Mesh for Design 2

CQ48I interface elements
(For quadrilateral shapes)

CQ36I interface elements
(For triangular shape)

Figure 2.12: Finite Element Mesh for Design 3

CT40F shell elements
(For quadrilateral shapes)

CT30F shell elements
(For triangular shapes)

Figure 2.13: Finite Element Mesh for Design 4
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CHX60 brick elements

Y
Z
X

Figure 2.14: Finite Element Mesh for Design 5

The concrete was meshed using two element sizes, a 1x1x2 inches (length x high x wide
respectively) for the ⅔ of the beam length close to the supports and a 1x1x1 inch (length x high x
wide respectively) for the remaining (see Figure 2.9 to Figure 2.14).
As it can be seen on the meshes, the length of the concrete elements near midspan was
reduced to half (1 inch) of the length of the elements used in the rest (2 inches). It was done to
avoid stress concentration problems underneath the load and to better model the zone where most
of the cracks were occurring.
The number of concrete and steel elements was kept the same for all of the reinforced
beams with the exception of the composite and its bonding material (interface). In these two
cases, it was necessary to increase or decrease the number. Table 2.1 shows the amount of
elements that were used to model the constitutive material of the finite element for each of the
design arrangements.
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Table 2.1: Number of Elements Used to Model Each Material

Concrete
Steel
CFRP
Interface

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS USED TO MESH EACH MATERIAL
Control beam Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4
Design 5
1452
1452
1452
1452
1452
1452
99
99
99
99
99
99
0
82
152
181
250
186
0
82
152
181
250
186

2.2.2 Element Types
There are a total of six different types of elements used in this study. The selection of
these elements in particular was based on a variety of circumstances, such as: mesh topology,
property assignment, element boundaries (for loading), and the purpose of the element in the
model.
Concrete is discretized using twenty-node isoparametric solid brick elements, CHX60
(Figure 2.15). It is defined by twenty nodes with three degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) at each node –
translations in the nodal x, y and z directions. It is based on quadratic interpolation and Gauss
integration [11]. Due to the relatively high number of concrete elements in the mesh, a 2x2x2
integration scheme is used instead of the 3x3x3 integration scheme that DIANA has as the
default for this specific element, reducing the computing time considerably. The element’s axes
(x, y and z) are imposed to be in the same directions as the global axes. This is done by explicitly
specifying the direction of the “x” axis and a “fictitious” y axis that DIANA uses to set up the
real “y” and “z” axes. The variables for this element are the translations in all three local
directions (x, y and z). From the nodal displacements, DIANA calculates the Green-Lagrange
strains and then the Cauchy stresses [11]. The locations of all the element nodes are shown
below.
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Figure 2.15: CHX60 Brick Element (DIANA, Version 8.1)

The selection of this element was made to avoid parasitic shear and volumetric locking in
relatively large elements, which cannot be easily dealt with in nonlinear analysis [12]. To
minimize the effect of these problems, the mesh size needed to be enlarged greatly, increasing
several times the consuming time taken by the mesh used on this project.
Steel reinforcement is embedded in the concrete elements, which are then called “mother
elements”, using straight “bar” elements that are represented as lines in the finite element model.
These bar elements are generated first by locating the start and end points inside of the mother
elements, which is done using global coordinates, and then joining them with the actual bar
reinforcement.
A bar can be divided in several “particles” or subdivisions that are created every time that
the bar intersects a different mother element. They use Gauss integration points per particle
along the bar length. A 2-point integration was used on this study. The basic variables for a bar
element are the strains and stresses in the direction of the bar. These are coupled to the degrees
of freedom of the surrounding element [11]. It means that reinforcement elements lack any
degree of freedom, so they use the ones from their mother elements to calculate the bar’s strains.
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Even though it is possible to account for bond slip between the concrete and steel using a
combination of truss and interface elements, a perfect bond between them was assumed for
simplicity purposes. It will be demonstrated that neglecting such bond affects considerably only
the load-displacement behavior of the beam that has no FRP attached.
The composite laminates (CFRP + Epoxy resin) were modeled using two types of flat
shell elements, since some part of the mesh contain quadrilateral and triangular shell elements:
a) CQ40F, an eight-node quadrilateral isoparametric flat shell element (Figure 2.16).
The plate bending behavior is according to the Mindlin-Reissner theory while the
membrane or in-plane behavior is the same as plane stress elements [11]. The only
possible integration scheme for this element is a Gauss 2x2. The direction of the
element axes was explicitly specified to have compatibility with “x” axis between the
concrete and composite elements. In other words, the local “x” axes for both, concrete
and composite, aims in the same direction. The basic variables are the translations in
the element’s xyz axis and the rotations around the local “+x” and “+y” axis [11].
Green-Lagrange strains and Cauchy stresses are therefore calculated from these
variables. Strains and stresses are then evaluated at three different locations per each
node: upper, mid and lower planes; it means that the output files will show three
values for strains and stresses at each node of the element. A shear reduction factor
(S) needs to be inputted since the actual transverse shear stress and strain vary
parabolically over the thickness. An assumed value of S=1.2 was used to account for
these variations.
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Figure 2.16: CQ40F Shell Element (DIANA, Version 8.1)

b) CT30F, a six-node triangular isoparametric flat shell element (Figure 2.17). The
membrane and plate bending behavior are just like the CQ40F. A 3-point Gauss
integration scheme is the only possible option for this element [11]. Local axes were
set up to be in the same directions of those next to them. The basic variables
(translations, rotations, strains and stresses) and the shear reduction consideration are
equivalent to the ones from the CQ40F elements.

Figure 2.17: CT30F Shell Element (DIANA, Version 8.1)

The bond material that connects the concrete elements to the composite ones, commonly
called “interface”, is formed using CQ48I elements (Figure 2.18) for quadrilaterals shapes and
CT36I elements (Figure 2.19) for the triangular ones. These are interface elements between two
planes in a three-dimensional configuration. A 4x4 New-Cotes integration scheme is applied for
CQ48I while a 4-point integration scheme is used for CT36I.
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Figure 2.18: CQ48I Interface Element (DIANA, Version 8.1)

Basic variables for both elements are the nodal and relative displacements, and the
tractions in all three local directions (x, y and z). The normal traction is always perpendicular to
the interface plane and the shear tractions in the y and z directions are tangential to the interface
plane [11].

Figure 2.19: CT36I Interface Element (DIANA, Version 8.1)

2.2.3 Boundary Conditions
All six beams were simply supported using elastomeric pads to simulate the free rotation
capacity that could be provided a roller or pin support (Figure 2.3 to Figure 2.8). The widths of
the pads were 2 inches and their centers were located 3 inches from the ends of the concrete
beams. The clear span for each of the beams was 126 inches (total length of the beams minus
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two times the distance from the ends to the supports). It is important to mention that due to stress
concentration issues at the support, it was necessary to use Multi Point Constrains (MPC), which
are rigid bars that joint the nodes of one or more elements aligned in the same direction, to model
the roller supports.
Transverse Constraints
(Whole back surface constrained in the Z direction)

Longitudinal Constraints
(Translation in the X direction Constrained)
Y
X

Support Constraints
(Translation in the Y direction constrained)

Z

Figure 2.20: Beam Constraints in Global Axis

Due to the advantage of having double symmetry of the applied loads and the beam
geometry, only one quarter of the beam was modeled. Translation in the global “Y” direction
was not allowed for the nodes at the left support (Figure 2.20). All the nodes on the midspan
cross-section (longitudinal plane of symmetry) were constrained from moving in the global “X”
direction. Also, the nodes found on the transversal plane of symmetry (perpendicular to the
longest beam dimension) were restricted from moving in the global “Z” direction. All remaining
degrees of freedom were allowed to move freely.
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2.2.4 Loading
The beams were subjected to two concentrated static loads applied 12 inches apart using
an MTS 243.45 actuator. The loads were transferred from the actuator to the top surface of the
beams by two elastomeric pads (same material and dimensions used for the supports), which
were separated 12 inches center-to-center from each other or 6 inches from the midspan. Even
though the loads were considered to be “concentrated”, they were actually distributed by the
pads since each one covered an area of 12 square-inches (2 inches in the longitudinal direction of
the beam by 6 inches in the transverse direction). This distributed force was then transferred to
the element nodes as shown in Figure 2.21. The value of the force at each node depended on the
tributary area around this node.
In a nonlinear analysis, the total load applied to a specific beam during the test is not the
same total load that is used in the finite element model. This is due to the nonlinear behavior of
the beam’s materials. For the finite element, a load big enough to make the beam reach its
maximum capacity is first “assumed” and distributed to the nodes right under the loading pads.
This load is not applied all at once, but it is divided into a series of loads increments called “load
steps”. Load steps are explicitly given in the command file.
At the end of each incremental solution, the global stiffness matrix is modified to take
into account the nonlinear conduct of the materials before advancing to the next increment.
Using the regular Newton-Raphson iterative method the load steps are adapted to obtain
convergence between the internal and external forces in the model and then get the displacement
vectors. Arc-length control, which adapts the size of the increments, is also used for the cases
where the slope of the load-displacement curve is almost horizontal [12].
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Distributed Loads at the element nodes

Y
X
Z

Figure 2.21: Load Configuration

Due to the highly nonlinear behavior of the materials used (mostly concrete) the
increments can not be all of the same magnitude. Around the points on the load-displacement
curve where a marked nonlinear behavior is observed (first crack, steel yielding point, interface
debonding, and concrete crushing, for example), the size of the increments needs to be reduce to
avoid divergence and/or unstable behavior (huge displacements are obtained). Once the analysis
is complete, the “real” total load resisted by the beam can be obtained from a load-displacement
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curve of any midspan node. The load values shown on this plot are percentages of the total load
assumed at first, so the load capacity of the beam is the multiplication of the peak value
(percentage of the total assumed load) and the total load assumed at the beginning of the
analysis.
The number of increments used to apply the load is proportional to the time taken to run
the analysis. Therefore, it is very important to select the minimum number of load increments
without having divergence problems if an acceptable computing time is wanted.

2.3 Modeling of Material Behavior
Predicting the behavior of a certain material under load is probably the most difficult task
the finite element modeler can face, especially if the material has a nonlinear behavior. There are
mainly two different ways of defining materials’ behavior properties (shear, compression, and
tensile, among others). One of them is testing of the material, and the other is using empirical
equations that have been derived from the results of a large number of tests. Sometimes even
having these two options is not enough to get the complete behavior of the material. If this is the
case, a series of assumptions need to be made.
A total of four different materials were modeled in the finite element model of the
concrete beams. These are concrete, steel reinforcement, FRP composite (a mixture of fiber
reinforced polymer strips and epoxy resin) and the bonding material or interface. Some of the
materials used in this study were tested and the results compared to the data obtained from
researchers testing similar materials. Others were assumed based on empirical equations.
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2.3.1 Concrete
To model the concrete, the Total Strain Crack Model [1], which describe the tensile and
compressive behavior of the concrete with one stress-strain relationship, was used. The Smeared
Crack model, where cracking is specified as a combination of tension cut-off, tension softening
and shear retention, was also available, but after many trials using both models it was found that
the first (Total Strain Model) gave a better and most accurate representation of the concrete
behavior.
Under the Total Strain Crack Models, there are two approaches that can be chosen: the
Orthogonal Crack Models and the Non-orthogonal Crack Model [1]. For the purpose of this
study, only the first approach was used. Within the Orthogonal model exists also two
subdivisions: the “coaxial stress-strain concept” also known as the Rotating crack model and the
“fixed stress-strain concept”. In the Rotating crack model the cracks are constantly rotating along
with the principal directions –in other words, the direction of the crack is kept normal to the
direction of the principal strains– and the strains in these directions are used in conjunction with
the given stress-strain models. For the fixed stress-strain concept, the cracks are fixed in
direction when cracking first occurs, and strains in these fixed directions are used in analyzing
the given stress-strain relationships [13]. The Rotating crack model was the one selected for this
study mainly because it needed a small number of load steps compared to the fixed model to give
about the same load-displacement curve for the midspan nodes, considerably reducing the
computing time.
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2.3.1.1 Input Data
The input data provided to the program via the batch file consisted of the basic properties
(Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) and the definition of the behavior in tension, shear and
compression of the concrete material. The way the basic properties and the different behaviors of
the concrete (tensile, shear and compression) were configured is shown as follows.

2.3.1.1.a Basic Properties

The Young’s or secant modulus of the concrete, which is defined as the slope of the line
drawn from a stress of zero to a compressive stress of 0.45 f c' [14], was calculated using the

equation from the ACI Committee 363 [14] (Equation 2.1) that makes it a function of the
concrete compressive strength. This equation is only used for high-strength

(f

'
c

)

≥ 6000 psi and

⎛
lb ⎞
normal-weight ⎜⎜ ω = 145 3 ⎟⎟ concretes, which are the qualities of the concrete used in the
ft ⎠
⎝

study.
E c = 40000 f c' + 10 6

Equation 2.1
Where:

E c = Concrete’s Young’s modulus ( psi )
f c' = Concrete’s compressive strength at the age of twenty-eight days ( psi )

( )

In order to get the compressive strength of the concrete at 28 days f c' , three concrete
cylinders were tested at 28-day. The results are shown in Figure 2.22.
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Stresses (ksi)

5

4

Cylinder 1
Cylinder 2
Cylinder 3

3

2

1

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

Calculated Strains (in/in)

Figure 2.22: Stress-Strain Curve of Concrete Cylinders Tested at 28 days

The strength of the concrete was then obtained by averaging the maximum stress values
of the stress-strain curve for cylinders 2 and 3. Cylinder 1’s results were not included in the
average since its curve does not reflect a complete concrete crushing behavior; it failed by shear
and not crushing during the cylinder test. After calculating the average, a concrete compressive
strength of f c' = 6.6 ksi was obtained. This is the value used for the analysis. The strains from
Figure 2.22 were found by using the displacement of the compression table as the deformation of
the cylinder and dividing them by the original length of the specimen.
Another basic property input to the program was the Poisson’s ratio of concrete, which
has a great impact in the three-dimensional model of reinforced concrete, as stated before. At
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stresses below the unstable crack propagation zone, the Poisson’s ratio for concrete varies from
about 0.11 to 0.21 and usually falls in the range from 0.15 to 0.20 [15]. Kupfer et al. [16] report
values of 0.18 for concrete loaded in tension and compression. In the current study, a constant
value of ν = 0.20 was assumed.

2.3.1.1.b Shear Behavior

In the Total Strain Rotating crack model, there is only one option to define the shear
behavior of the concrete after cracking: a constant shear retention where the shear retention
factor β is set to unity [1]. In other words, since the direction of the cracks is always
perpendicular to the principal stresses, no reduction to the shear modulus (G ) is executed. A
scheme representation of the effects of the shear retention factor can be seen in the Shear-Strain
curve shown in Figure 2.23.

τ

G

1

βG
1

ε
Figure 2.23: Constant Shear Retention Curve (DIANA, Version 8.1)
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2.3.1.1.c Tensile Behavior

The tensile behavior of the concrete was modeled using one of the predefined curves
offered by DIANA and it is shown in Figure 2.24. It has two zones: an elastic or ascending
portion and a softening or descending portion. The batch inputs necessary to construct such a
curve by the DIANA software include: the Young’s modulus (E c ) , tensile maximum strength of
the concrete ( f t ) and the Mode-I fracture energy (G If ) .
The elastic part is defined by the Young’s Modulus (Equation 2.1) and the tensile
strength of the concrete, which was calibrated using Equation 2.2. After a considerable number
of runs of the control beam model, it was found that 5.5 % of the concrete compressive strength
for the value of tensile strength matched well with the zone where the first crack appeared in the
load-displacement curve obtained from the experiment.

σ
ft

Elastic Zone

Softening Zone

Ec

1

εt

ε ult

ε

Figure 2.24: Tensile Stress-Strain Behavior of Concrete (DIANA, Version 8.1)

f t = (% ) f c'

Equation 2.2
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Where:
f t = Concrete tensile strength ( psi )
% = Percentage of concrete compressive strength (% )

The strain at maximum tensile stress (ε t ) can also be derived from the curve using
Hook’s Law (Equation 2.3) as follows.

ε t=

ft
Ec

Equation 2.3

Where:

⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε t = Strain at maximum tensile strength ⎜

The softening or descending part of the curve is nonlinear following the formulation of
Hordijk et al. (1991) (Equation 2.4). It is based on the Mode-I fracture energy (G If ) (Equation
2.5), which was estimated multiplying the shaded area in Figure 2.25 by the crack band width

(h ) of the concrete elements in the mesh. This shaded area is surrounded by the tensile strain of
concrete at its peak (ε t ) (on the left) and the steel yield strain (ε s ) (on the right), as calculated in
Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.6 respectively. Finally, the fracture energy was then used to
calculate the ultimate tensile strain (ε ult ) of the concrete using Equation 2.7, since both softening
curve must have the same fracture energy value. Even though the ultimate tensile strain of the
concrete is not necessary in the batch input, it was calculated to better understand the results in
the post processing phase.
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⎧ Ec ε
⎪ ⎡⎛
⎛ ε
⎪
σ = ⎨ f t ⎢⎜1 + ⎜⎜ c1
⎜
⎪ ⎢⎣⎝ ⎝ ε ult
⎪0
⎩

G If =

εs =

if
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

3

⎞
⎟ exp⎛⎜ − c ε
⎜ 2ε
⎟
ult
⎝
⎠

⎤
⎞ ε
3
⎟⎟ −
1 + c1 exp(− c2 )⎥ if
⎥
⎠ ε ult
⎦
if

(

)

0 ≤ ε ≤ εc ⎫
⎪
⎪
ε c ≤ ε ≤ ε ult ⎬
⎪
ε ult ≤ ε < ∞ ⎪⎭

1
f t (ε s − ε t )h
2

Equation 2.5

fy

Equation 2.6

Ec

ε ult = 5.136

Equation 2.4

G If

Equation 2.7

hf t

Where:

σ = Tensile strength of concrete ( psi )
⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε = Tensile strain of concrete ⎜

⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε ult = Ultimate tensile strain of concrete ⎜

c1 = Hordijk et al.’s curve shape parameter with a constant value of 3
c 2 = Hordijk et al.’s curve shape parameter with a constant value of 6.93

⎛ lb ⎞
G If = Mode-I fracture energy ⎜ ⎟
⎝ in ⎠
h = Crack band width equal the cubic root of the volume of each concrete element (in )

⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε s = Yielding strain of the steel reinforcement ⎜

f y = Yielding stress of the steel reinforcement ( psi )
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The yielding stress of the steel ( f y ) was obtained from averaging the results of six steel
bar tests at the University of Central Florida Structures Laboratory (UCFSL) as it will be
explained in more detail later. It came to be around f y = 66 ksi .

σ
ft

G If
h

εs

εt

ε ult

ε

Figure 2.25: Softening Curves Comparison

2.3.1.1.d Compressive Behavior

The compressive behavior of the concrete was modeled using also a predefined function
(Equation 2.8) given by DIANA [1]. It was the one proposed by Thorenfeldt et al. (1987) and it
is shown in Figure 2.26. This curve can be internally modified by the program due to lateral
cracking and confinement. Also, it follows a nonlinear behavior in its both zones: the ascending
portion and the descending or softening portion. The only three batch inputs necessary to
construct this curve by DIANA are: the uniaxial maximum compressive strength of the
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concrete ( f c' ) and the selection of cracking and confinement influences in the compressive
behavior of the material.
f
fp

αp

α

Figure 2.26: Concrete Compressive Curve (Thorenfeldt et al.)

To construct the curve, DIANA first needs to calculate the parameters that define the
base curve ( f p ) and (α p ) , which are found using Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.11, respectively.
Then, there are two modifications to the base curve: first, due to lateral cracking of the concrete
and second, due to increase of the isotropic stresses (confinement).
To include lateral cracking in the compressive behavior of the concrete, it is necessary to
calculated two reduction factors: β σ cr for the stresses (Equation 2.16 and Equation 2.19) and

βε

cr

for the strains (Equation 2.17 and Equation 2.20). These are evaluated using the model

according to Vecchio and Collins [1] (Figure 2.27), taking into account large tensile strains
perpendicular to the principal compressive direction that can greatly influence the failure
mechanism of the RC beams.
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βσ

Vecchio and Collins
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Figure 2.27: Reduction Factor due to Lateral Cracking (DIANA, version 8.1)

Finally, to consider the increase of the concrete strength due to lateral confinement, two
peak factor ( K σ for the stress and K ε for the strain) are calculated following the relations for
reinforced concrete proposed by Selby and Vecchio (1993) (Equation 2.22 and Equation 2.23).
As it can be noted, these two factors are the ones used in Equation 2.10 and Equation
2.12, therefore directly modifying the compressive behavior of the concrete.
A list of all the equations used in this section is shown below:
⎛
⎜
n
α ⎜⎜
f = fp
αp ⎜
⎛α
⎜ n −1+ ⎜
⎜α
⎜
⎝ p
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

nk

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Equation 2.8

f p = β σ cr f cf

Equation 2.9

f cf = K σ f c'

Equation 2.10

α p = βε ε p

Equation 2.11

cr
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ε p = Kε ε 0

Equation 2.12

n f c'
ε0 =
n − 1 Ec

Equation 2.13

f cc
2465

n = 0.80 +

if
⎧1
⎪
k =⎨
f cc
⎪⎩0.67 + 8990 if

Equation 2.14
0 >α >αp⎫
⎪
⎬
α ≤αp
⎪⎭

Equation 2.15

β σ = β σ (α lat )

Equation 2.16

β ε = β ε (α lat )

Equation 2.17

α lat = α l2,1 + α l2, 2

Equation 2.18

1
≤1
1+ Kc

Equation 2.19

cr

cr

cr

βσ =
cr

cr

βε = 1

Equation 2.20

⎞
⎛ α
K c = 0.27⎜⎜ − lat − 0.37 ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ ε0

Equation 2.21

cr

Kσ =

f cf
f cc

Equation 2.22

≥1

Kε = Kσ

Equation 2.23

Where:
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f = Compressive stress ( psi )
f p = Compressive peak stress value after cracking and confinement accounted ( psi )
f cf = Compressive strength without cracking reduction ( psi )
f cc = Compressive uniaxial strength or f c' ( psi )
⎛ in ⎞
α = Compressive strain ⎜ ⎟
⎝ in ⎠
⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

α p = Strain at peak after cracking and confinement accounted ⎜

⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε p = Compressive peak strain value without cracking reduction ⎜
⎛ in ⎞
⎟
⎝ in ⎠

ε 0 = Initial strain ⎜

n and k = Model parameters (unit less)

α lat = Average lateral damage variable (unit less)
α l ,1 & α l , 2 = Internal variables governing the tensile damage in the lateral directions
β σ = Peak stress reduction factor (unit less)
cr

β ε = Peak strain reduction factor (unit less)
cr

K σ = Peak stress factor equal to 1 for uniaxial compressive strength values (unit less)
K ε = Peak strain factor equal to 1 for uniaxial compressive strain values (unit less)

2.3.2 Steel Reinforcement
Grade 60 steel reinforcing bars were used for all the RC beams reinforcements. Figure
2.29 shows the configuration for the main and shear reinforcement. As stated before, the yielding
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stress of the bars was obtained from averaging the yielding stress values of six steel bars tested at
the UCFSL. The plots got from the testing are shown in Figure 2.28.
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Figure 2.28: Steel Testing Results

It was found that the yielding and ultimate stress of the steel bars were about f y = 66 ksi
and f u = 95 ksi , respectively. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the steel bars were
assumed to be E s = 29000 ksi andν s = 0.29 , respectively.
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Compression Reinforcement

Midspan
Stirrups

Y
X

Tension Reinforcement

Z

Figure 2.29: Steel Reinforcement Configuration

The stress-strain behavior used to model the steel reinforcement (identical in tension and
compression) is shown in Figure 2.30. It is formed by two elastic zones: one defined by the
yielding stress of the steel ( f y ) and its Young’s modulus (E s ) , and a second one, also called
hardening portion, defined by the ultimate ( f u ) and the yielding stress of the steel. The slope or
Young’s modulus of the hardening part was calibrated from the control beam load-displacement
result. It was found to be 7% of the initial Young’s modulus.
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Figure 2.30: Stress-Strain Curve for Reinforcement Steel (Tension and Compression)

2.3.3 Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP)
There are several materials used in today’s construction industry, for the purpose of
increasing the flexural, shear or compressive strength of structural members. One of these
materials is Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer composite (CFRP). It is a flat or curved laminate
that results from the mix of two different components: a strong one called the “fiber” and a less
strong called the “matrix” (Figure 2.31). The fiber has the task of carrying the load while the
matrix has two main objectives: to keep the fibers together and serve as a bonding material
between the lamina and the component to be strengthened.
The composite that results from the mix of the fiber and the matrix is the one used to
strengthen the RC beams; it will be discussed in more detail in the following two sections.
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3

2

Matrix

Fibers

1

Figure 2.31: Unidirectional CFRP Lamina

2.3.3.1 Unidirectional Carbon Fiber Tape
The fibers that form part of the CFRP are oriented in only one direction, commonly
referred as the “1” or longitudinal direction (Figure 2.31). They are characterized by their high
strength and stiffness (elastic behavior by themselves). The fibers, or filaments, are the principal
reinforcing or load-carrying element. They are considered to be transversely isotropic and
arranged in “tows” (untwisted bundles of continuous filaments, usually designated by a number
followed by K, indicating multiplication by 1000 individual filaments). The tow sizes along with
other fiber properties are listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Unidirectional Carbon Tape Properties (U.S. Composites)
Properties

Values

Weight (G )

11

Nominal Thickness (t f
Tow Size (TS )

Young’s Modulus (E f
Density (γ f

)

oz
yd 2

0.21 in

12 K

)

33000 ksi

)

1.6

Weave

g
cm 3

Continuous unidirectional roving

2.3.3.2 635 Epoxy Resin
Another constituent of the CFRP laminate is called “the matrix” (Kaw 1997) or binding
material. In this research work, 635 epoxy resin was used during. The matrix has several
functions such as serving as a binding and stress transfer material in case one of the adjacent
fibers breaks, providing the stiffness of the two weak directions (in plane “2” and out of plane
“3”), and keeping the fibers together. The matrix by itself has a low stiffness and strength
compared to the fibers. It has an isotropic behavior and its deflection capability depends on the
type of epoxy. Table 2.3 shows some of the properties pertinent to this specific resin type.
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Table 2.3: 635 Epoxy Resin Properties (U.S. Composites)
Properties

Values

Flexural Modulus (E m )

500 ksi

Flexural Strength ( f r )

17 ksi

Tensile Strength ( f t )

9 ksi

Ultimate Strain (ε ult )

2 .2 − 2 .5 %

Barcol Hardness (934-1) (BH )

34

Heat Distortion Temperature (HDT )

160

2.3.3.3 FRP Composite
The mix of the CFRP tape and the epoxy resin is called the “composite’ (Figure 2.31).
This is the actual material used for the strengthening of the concrete beams, and not the fibers or
resin by themselves. The CFRP composite is an anisotropic material, or in other words, it does
not behave the same in all directions due to loading. It has three orthogonal directions of material
properties (Figure 2.31): “1” or in the direction of the fiber; “2” or in plane perpendicular to the
fiber direction; and “3” or in the thickness direction. Since the CFRP tape is unidirectional, the
fiber provides a high strength and high stiffness only in the longitudinal or “1” direction while
the matrix bears stresses in the other two directions. This is why the strengths in the “2” and “3”
directions are equal (as it will be seen later), while in the “1” direction the fiber is several times
bigger. A material with these characteristics is called “transversely isotropic” because the
properties of the composite are the same in all directions perpendicular to the fibers.
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Figure 2.32 to Figure 2.37 show the FRP composite configuration for each of the RC
beams and the number of layers per wrap. Note that the bottom FRP composite showen in Figure
2.33 is used for all designs with the exception of the control beam even if it is not showed in
color.

Beam end

Midspan

Figure 2.32: Control Beam (No Composite used)

Beam end

Midspan
5 layers
Figure 2.33: Design 1 (Composite on the bottom only)
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2 layers
1 layer
Beam end

Midspan
2 layers

1 layer

Figure 2.34: Design 2 (U-wraps composite)

1 layer

2 layers
Beam end

Midspan
2 layers

1 layer

Figure 2.35: Design 3 (U-wraps composite)

2 layers

1 layer

Beam end

Midspan
2 layers

1 layer
Figure 2.36: Design 4 (U-wraps composite)
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1 layer

2 layers

Beam end

Midspan
1 layer

2 layers

Figure 2.37: Design 5 (U-wraps composite)

The behavior of the FRP composite in all three directions is considered to be linear
elastic as shown in Figure 2.38.

σ
σu

E FRP

1

ε ult

ε

Figure 2.38: Stress-Strain Curve for CFRP Composite

The following is a list of the input data necessary to fully define the behavior of the
composite material by DIANA software:
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Modulus of Elasticity in all three directions

E1 , E 2 and E3

Shear modulus for all three planes

G12 , G 23 and G13

Major Poisson’s ratio for all three planes

ν 12 ,ν 23 and ν 13

Hill’s Yield Stresses

σ y ,11 , σ y , 22 , σ y ,33 , σ y ,12 , σ y , 23 and σ y ,13

Shear reduction factor

S

These unknowns were calculated as follows:

2.3.3.3.a Modulus of Elasticity

The Modulus of elasticity in the direction of the fiber (E1 ) is calculated using Tsai [17]
approach which modified the rule of mixture to account for imperfections in fiber alignment
(Equation 2.26). This is done by multiplying the value obtained from the rule of mixture by the
fiber misalignment factor (k ) which ordinarily varies from 0.9 to 1.0. After several trials it was
found that k = 0.9 gave the best results when comparing the analysis with the experimental
results. The volume fraction values of fiber (V f ) and the matrix (Vm ) are also needed to calculate
the modulus of elasticity. These are obtained using Equation 2.24 and Equation 2.25, shown
below.
Vf =

G

Equation 2.24

tfγ f

Vm = 1 − V f

Equation 2.25

E1 = k ( E f V f + E mVm )

Equation 2.26

Where:
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V f = Fiber volume fraction (unit less)
Vm = Matrix volume fraction (unit less)
k = Fiber misalignment factor (unit less)

Because the FRP composite is considered transversely isotropic (as explained before) the
modulus of elasticity in the “1” and “2” direction will be the same. This value is also calculated
using another Tsai equation [17] (Equation 2.27) which takes into consideration the contiguity of
the fibers. In reality, many of the fibers are touching each other instead of being entirely
surrounded by the matrix material. Therefore, Tsai incorporates a factor that he called “degree of
contiguity” represented as “C” as shown in Figure 2.39.

C=1
ISOLATED MATRIX
FIBERS CONTIGUOUS

C=0
ISOLATED FIBERS
RESIN CONTIGUOUS

Figure 2.39: Extremes of Fiber Contiguity (Tsai, 1964)

The same type of calibration (trial and error) was executed to find the best value for the
degree of contiguity “C”. It was assumed to be around 0.1 which means that the behavior in the
transverse direction will be influenced almost completely by the matrix properties since 90% of
the matrix in that direction is contiguous.
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K f (2 K m + Gm ) − Gm (K f − K m ) ⎤
⎡
+⎥
⎢(1 − C )
(
)
(
)
K
G
K
K
V
+
+
−
2
2
m
m
f
m
m
⎥
E 2 = 2 1 − ν f + (ν f − ν m ) Vm ⎢
⎥
⎢ K (2 K + G ) + G (K − K ) V
m
f
f
m
f
m
⎥
⎢C f
(2K m + G f ) − 2(K m − K f ) Vm
⎥⎦
⎢⎣

Equation 2.27

E3 = E 2

Equation 2.28

[

Kf =

]

Ef

Km =

Em
2(1 − ν m )

Gf =

Ef

Gm =

Equation 2.29

2(1 − ν f )

Equation 2.30

Equation 2.31

2(1 + ν f )
Em
2(1 + ν m )

Equation 2.32

Where:

ν f = Fiber’s Poisson ratio
ν m = Matrix’s Poisson ratio

2.3.3.3.b Shear Modulus

Using the same reference (Tsai, 1964) [17], the in-plane shear modulus (G12 ) can be
calculated using Equation 2.33. It can be easily deducted that the out-of plane shear modulus

(G13 ) has the same value of

G12 since the matrix governs the shear behavior in those directions.

The shear modulus in the transverse plane can be calculated using mechanic of materials
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formulation like Equation 2.35. It can be seen that the contiguity factor discussed previously is
also used in the shear modulus formulation.
⎡ (G f + Gm ) − (G f − Gm ) Vm ⎤
⎡ 2G f − (G f − Gm ) Vm ⎤
G12 = (1 − C ) Gm ⎢
⎥
⎥ + CG f ⎢
⎢⎣ (G f + Gm ) + (G f − Gm ) Vm ⎦⎥
⎣⎢ 2Gm + (G f − Gm ) Vm ⎦⎥

Equation
2.33

G13 = G12

Equation
2.34

G23 =

E3
2(1 + ν 23 )

Equation
2.35

2.3.3.3.c Poisson’s Ratios

The major Poisson’s ratio (ν 12 ) can be found using Tsai equation [17] (Equation 2.36).
The Poisson’s ratio in the thickness plane (ν 13 ) can be assumed to be the one in plane due to the
isotropy of the material (matrix governs the behavior in those planes). The major Poisson’s ratio
in the transverse plane (ν 23 ) was assumed to be 0.3.

ν 12

K f ν f (2 K m + Gm )V f + K mν m (2 K f + Gm ) Vm ⎤
⎡
+⎥
⎢(1 − C )
K f (2 K m + Gm ) − Gm (K f − K m ) Vm
⎥
⎢
=
⎥
⎢ K ν (2 K + G ) + K ν (2 K + G ) V
f
f
f f
m
f
f
⎥
⎢C m m
K f (2 K m + Gm ) + G f (K m − K f ) Vm
⎥⎦
⎢⎣

Equation 2.36

ν 13 = ν 12

Equation 2.37

ν 23 = 0.3 ( Assumed )

Equation 2.38
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2.3.3.3.d Hill’s Yield Stresses

An extension of the Von Mises yield condition was proposed by R. Hill [18] and it is
implemented by DIANA software [1]. The yield condition is only applicable for ideal plasticity.
The batch inputs required to define this behavior are the yields strengths in all three directions
(Equation 2.39 to Equation 2.41) and the yield strength in shear (Equation 2.42 to Equation 2.44)
shown below. The yield strengths were calculated using Hooke’s Law [19] while the yield
strengths in shear was determined using Tresca hexagon (maximum shear-stress criterion) [19].

σ y ,11 = E1ε 11

Equation 2.39

σ y , 22 = E 2 ε 22

Equation 2.40

σ y ,33 = E3ε 33

Equation 2.41

σ y ,12 =
σ y , 23 =
σ y ,13 =

σ y ,11

Equation 2.42

2

σ y , 22

Equation 2.43

2

σ y ,33

Equation 2.44

2

Where:

σ y ,11 , σ y , 22 and σ y ,33 = Yield strengths in the “1”, “2” and “3” direction (ksi )
σ y ,12 , σ y , 23 and σ y ,13 = Yield strength in shear (ksi )
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2.3.3.3.e Shear Reduction Factor (S)

Shear reduction factor is used to obtain an equivalent shear stress that can replace the
actual transverse shear stress which varies parabolically. The result from this modification gives
a constant shear stress that yields approximately the same shear strain energy as the actual shear
stress [1]. For a thin rectangle plate, as is the case of the FRP composite used in the experiment,
the correction coefficient for strain energy due to shear is S = 1.2 [19].

2.3.4 Concrete-Composite Interface
Probably the most difficult task of this research was to find a general methodology to
describe the behavior of the interface for all the FRP configurations. To accomplish this, it was
necessary to have a close look at the surfaces where the interface was to be applied due to the
cracking of the concrete and bending of the RC beams. These two conditions affect the interface
behavior and the failure modes of the beam.
P
2

CL

P
2

Zone 3

45º

Zone 2

Zone 1
Figure 2.40: Zone Locations
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Interface

Three zones have been identified (Figure 2.40) where the interface has a different
conduct at the moment debonding occurs. A quick explanation of the reasons for these three
zones is shown below:
Zone 1: Includes the pure bending region (between the two concentrated loads applied to
the beams) and a part of the variable bending moment region (Figure 2.40). In the pure bending
region, flexural cracks grow so big and fast after yielding of the steel that the shear strength
provided by the interface elements is assumed as zero right after yielding of the reinforcement.
P
2

Flexural Crack

CL

Diagonal Crack

Rebar

FRP composite
FRP Peel-off

Debonding due to
Shear stresses
Debonding due to
Shear + normal stresses

Debonding due to
Shear stresses

Figure 2.41: FRP Debonding Types (Zhang et al. 2003)

This conclusion was reached after having a close look at the major events that occurred
during the test of the beams; it applies to all designs with the exception of Design 5 since the
lateral strip closest to the midspan avoids flexural debonding of the FRP due to its great shear
stiffness (2 layers and bigger anchorage surface) and its proximity to the zone where flexural
cracks appear. In the remaining area (variable bending moment region), diagonal cracks produce
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a combination of shear and normal stresses (Figure 2.41) that lead to peel-off of the FRP
composite [8]. Diagonal cracks occur suddenly and they are big enough to make the interface
elements lose all their shear strength before complete failure of the beam is obtained.

σn
TENSION
ft

D11

1
∆ nu

1

∆n

D11
Completely Elastic
COMPRESSION

Figure 2.42: Normal Stress vs. Peeling Curve (All Zones)

Finally, for all the interface elements in this zone the behavior in the normal direction
(out of plane and perpendicular to the fiber direction) was assumed as the one shown in Figure
2.42 (which is the same for all zones) whereas the interface strength in the shear direction was
assumed zero based upon experimental observation (except Design 5 as explained before where
the interface behavior corresponding to Zone 2 was applied to the whole bottom surface).
The behavior in the normal direction is fully defined by knowing the tensile strength of
the concrete ( f t ) and the relative normal displacement (∆ nu ) that has been calibrated from the
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results of all the design using FRP composite. The tensile strength of the concrete is used to
define this behavior since it is assumed that failure occurs in the concrete. The linear stiffness
modulus in the normal direction (D11 ) can be easily calculated from Figure 2.42.

Zone 2: Includes all the bottom concrete area that is outside of Zone 1. It is predominated
by shear stresses in the interface since bending of the beam is not as pronounced as in Zone 1
and the FRP composite is not stiff enough to produce end-peel-off debonding close to the
supports. Cracking of the concrete is assumed to make the interface elements fail in a brittle
fashion in the shear direction (in plane). This assumption was proved to be effective after being
compared to other behaviors such as linear and bilinear softening. Therefore, a brittle type
behavior was used to describe the conduct in the shear direction (Figure 2.43). The behavior in
the normal direction (out of plane) is the same for all zones as seen in Figure 2.42.
The values defining the shear-slippage curve, maximum shear strength of the interface

(τ max )

and the relative shear displacement (∆ s ,max ) were calibrated using the results from the

control beam and Design 1 experiments.
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∆s

D22

COMPRESSION
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Figure 2.43: Local Bond Stress vs. Slippage Curve (Zone 1)

Zone 3: Includes all the lateral surfaces of the RC beams. These surfaces are considered
to be completely flat, even with the Poisson’s ratio effect. Cracks on this zone are assumed to
have no major impact on the overall behavior of the lateral strips (FRP composites on the sides)
due to the shear over-reinforcement of the beams (shear strength of the beams was taken to be
twice the required). The maximum shear traction strength of the lateral interfaces (τ max ) has the
same value as the one used for Zone 2, but the softening behavior was different. Due to the
relatively small size of the cracks in this zone, the softening behavior in shear of the interface
was kept linear until the crack band width of the concrete was reached, as can be seen in Figure
2.44.
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Figure 2.44: Local Bond Stress vs. Slippage Curve (Zone 2)
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Load-Deflection Curves
Load versus displacement curves of a point located at midspan (bottom surface) were
obtained for each of the strengthened RC configurations (experimental and analytical). The plots
obtained from the test were used as reference to calibrate some of the materials’ properties that
could not be found using empirical equations like tensile strength of the concrete

( ft )

and

Poisson’s ratio of the concrete (ν ) .
This section includes a detailed explanation of how the different constituents of the beam
materials performed during the test and the comparison of the results obtained from the
experiment and the finite element analysis.

3.1.1 Experimental Models
Before making any comparison between the results obtained from the tests and those
from the finite element analysis, it is necessary to have a good understanding of the major events
that happened during the testing of the RC beams. It is important to keep in mind that all the
design configurations (control beam and Designs 1 to 5) were cracked prior to testing. A detailed
explanation of the load-displacement plots for each one of the design schemes is shown in this
section.
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3.1.1.1 Control Beam
It can be observed from Figure 3.1 that precracking of the control beam before the test
did not reduce considerably the overall elastic behavior of the beam. For applied loads from 0 to
2.5 kips (section “1”), the beam behaves almost elastically with a well defined point (point “d”)
where cracking of the concrete reduces the stiffness of the RC beam. After this point the slope of
the load-displacement curve (section “3”) is mainly defined by the Young’s modulus of the steel
until yielding of outer-tensile reinforcement bars close to the midspan occurs (point “f”) at
about 17 kips of loading. After steel yields, concrete starts to crack at a faster rate while part of
the reinforcement enters the hardening portion of its behavior (section “5”). Finally, crushing of
the concrete occurs on the top surface of the beam (midspan) at 21 kips of applied load (point
“h”).
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Control Beam)
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By looking at the plot for the control beam (Figure 3.1), it can be noted that even though
the load bearing capacity of the control beam (around 21 kips) is not as high as the strengthened
beams’ (Design 1 to 5), the deflection capability of the control beam is considerably higher that
the one from some of the Designs’. This is because in some of the cases the anchorage
mechanisms (FRP strips) increase the chances of having premature concrete crushing (Design 2
and 5) while in others concrete crushing is never reached (Design 1) due to debonding at early
stages.

3.1.1.2 Design 1
The Design 1 configuration behaves similarly under load as the control beam up to
yielding of the steel bars. Both have the section where most of the concrete behaves elastically
(section “1”), the point where cracking of the concrete reduces the overall stiffness of the beam
(point “d”), and the section where the slope of the curve (section “3”) is influenced by the
Young’s modulus of the steel (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2). However, a few differences need to be
mentioned. Cracking of the concrete occurs at twice the load and displacement in the Design 1
than in the control beam plot. Also, the steel is not the only material defining the slope of the plot
(section “3”); the bottom FRP composite is also helping to carry the load.
It can be clearly seen that yielding of the steel occurs at a higher deflection of the beam in
Design 1 (section “4” in Figure 3.2) than in the control beam (point “f” in Figure 3.1). This is
because the FRP composite adds flexural stiffness to the beam, helping the steel in the load
carrying capacity. Also, after yielding of the steel reinforcement, the beam maintains about the
same slope (section “5”) until total debonding of the FRP composite is reached (point “h”).
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Concrete crushing does not happen since structural failure of the beam (around 20% load drop
due to total FRP debonding) is reached first (point “h”) wherefore the test is stopped. As in all
of the design tests, the composite never reaches the tensile yielding point in any of its three
orthogonal directions. This is the reason why a drop in the beam stiffness (similar to the produce
by yielding of the steel) does not occur in any of the load-displacement plots.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Design 1)

It is important to note that yielding of the steel does not look the same in the loaddisplacement curve of the control beam and the other designs (Design 1 to 5). In the plot for the
control beam (Figure 3.1), it appears as an inflection point (point “f”) while in the other designs
it appears as a flat portion (section “4” in Figure 3.2). This is due to the presence of the FRP
composite on the bottom surface of the beam. The load-displacement plot tends to follow a
constant load-carrying capacity after steel yields (control beam), but the stiffness provided by the
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FRP produces an increase in the load supported by the RC beam, changing the slope of the curve
(section “5” in Figure 3.2).

3.1.1.3 Design 2
There is not a significant change in the load-displacement behavior up to steel yielding
(section “4” in Figure 3.3) between Design 2 and Design 1 configuration. By looking at Figure
3.8, it can be seen that section “1”, point “d”, section “3” and section “4” (previously defined in
Design 1) occur at about the same loading for not only these two designs, but for Design 3, 4 and
5. Section “5” is also similar, but in this case, the slope is stepper and more ductile than in
Design 1. This is mainly due to the anchorage provided in Design 2. The lateral FRP strips avoid
debonding of the bottom FRP layers at early stages (Design 1).
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Figure 3.3: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Design 2)
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1.6

Also, the deflection capacity is increased compared to the Design 1 scheme due to a
better anchorage of the bottom FRP composite. Due to the shear failure of the 4-inch-long lateral
FRP anchorage (Figure 3.4) (point h in Figure 3.3), complete debonding of the bottom layers
occurs. The remaining lateral FRP strips do exactly what they are designed for: hold the bottom
layers in the event of complete debonding of the longitudinal FRP strips. Even though the load
carried by the beam is not increased after having shear failure of the lateral FRP strip, the
deflection of the beam before concrete failure is increased significantly (portion “7” of Figure
3.3).

Concrete
4-inch-long
Lateral FRP
In Plane
Shear Failure
Bottom FRP layers

Figure 3.4: Shear Failure Schematization of 4-inch-long Lateral FRP

During section “7”, the remaining FRP strips in conjunction with the steel still hold the
load, preventing the RC beam from going back to its unstrengthened behavior (no FRP attached).
Finally, crushing of the concrete occurs at midspan (top surface) (point “j” in Figure 3.3).
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A major improvement made in the Design 2 configuration is the maximum load carried
by the beam. A 25% increase in the load supported by the beam with the same displacement is
achieved when compared to Design 1, while a 31% increase is achieved if it is compared to the
control beam results. These percentages are calculated right before a major drop (over 10% of
the load carried by the beam drops as seen in Figure 3.3) is attained during the testing process of
the control beam, in Design 1 and 2.

3.1.1.4 Design 3
The load-displacement behavior of Design 3 is about the same as the one shown by
Design 2 (section “1”, point “d”, section “3”, “4” and “5” in Figure 3.5). This similarity can be
better observed by comparing both plots in Figure 3.8. The constituent materials in the two
configurations behave the same until shear failure of the lateral FRP (point “h” in Figure 3.3)
and partial debonding of the lateral FRP strip closest to the midspan (section “6” in Figure 3.5)
are obtained.
Deflection capacity and load-carrying capacity of the RC beam are greatly improved
using this type of FRP arrangement. Even with the debonding failure of the lateral FRP strip
closest to the midspan (section “6” of Figure 3.5), the lateral strips that are still bonded to the
beam avoid a total debonding failure of the composite and, consequently, the structural failure of
the beam. This is due to the anchorage zone or bonded surface provided by the two lateral strips.
Shear or traction stresses in the direction of the fibers are sustained by the interface stiffness in
that direction (interface property) and the cohesion provided by the concrete through all the
contact surface of the bottom and lateral FRP strips. With respect to the maximum load reached
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before structural failure (point “j”), an increase of 35% is achieved when compared to the
control beam. End debonding of the bottom FRP does not occur.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Design 3)

3.1.1.5 Design 4
One of the main purposes of this strengthening scheme is to serve as a transition type
between the shear type anchorage (Design 2 and 5) and the tensile anchorage type (Design 3).
The results obtained from the test (Figure 3.6) prove the main purpose of Design 4. The ductility
achieved from the test of Design 4 is between the two anchorage types previously mentioned,
with almost no change in load-carrying capacity when compared to the shear types (Design 2 and
5). Following the results obtained from the experiment, a better understanding of the influences
of the anchorage aligned in specific directions is gained.
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In relation to the overall flexural behavior of Design 4 configuration, there are a few
events that need to be discussed. The almost elastic region in the load-displacement plot (section
“1” in Figure 3.6) remains unchanged when compared to the other design schemes. After a
visible reduction due to cracking of the concrete is obtained (point “d”), the behavior of the
beam (load and displacement) is the same as those shown in the previous designs (Figure 3.8).
When yielding of the steel is reached at the midspan (section “f”), a significant drop in the
slope of the plot is observed (section “5”). This is due to softening behavior of some interface
elements in the lateral anchorages. Eventually, complete FRP debonding (point “h”) and
concrete crushing at the midspan top surface (point “j”) are observed. Section “7” in Figure 3.6
is basically the behavior of the beam with no FRP attached (control beam).
It is important to note in the load-displacement plot of Design 4 test that even though the
deflection capacity of the beam is increased when compared to the shear type anchorages, a
complete FRP debonding is observed (point h in Figure 3.6), reducing the stiffness provided by
the FRP layers to zero. This is not the case in Design 2 and 5, where a partial debond failure
appears before structural failure of the beam is obtained.
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Figure 3.6: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Design 4)

3.1.1.6 Design 5
The main reason is to evaluate the influences of a strong anchorage strip (lateral strip, 10
inches long with twice the number of layers as the other vertical FRP composites) close to the
midspan, where flexural and diagonal cracks occur.
This approach definitely makes a difference. In Design 2, the strongest anchorage strip is
close to the support, causing the debonding of the bottom FRP to start at midspan after flexural
cracks appear and propagate toward the support. The opposite occurs when the strongest
anchorage strip is close to the midspan (Design 5). After flexural cracks appear, the strong strip
closest to the midspan stops debonding from propagating toward the support. Consequently,
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debonding of the bottom FRP starts close to the support (where the weakest FRP strip is located)
and propagates toward the midspan.
The task of the strong strip (as previously defined above) is simple. In Design 2, the strip
is located close to the support. As the load increases, the strip “pulls” the bottom FRP toward the
supports (where it is located), obligating the cracks to follow the weak road which starts at the
midspan where the anchorage strips are not as strong. In Design 5, they do exactly the same. As
the load increases, the strong strip “pulls” the bottom FRP toward the midspan (where it is
located), avoiding flexural debonding at the midspan but increasing FRP end-debonding close to
the supports.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental Load-Displacement Curve (Design 5)

The flexural behavior followed by Design 5 (section “1”, point “d”, sections “3 to 5”) is
the same in all of the previously strengthened configurations up to point “h” when complete
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bottom FRP debonding occurs. After this, the lateral FRP strips serve as anchorage to the bottom
FRP layers avoiding a complete loss of the flexural strength provided by the composite (section
“7”). Finally, crushing of the concrete occurs at the midspan (top surface) (point “j”).

3.1.1.7 Load-Displacement Plots for all Configurations
Figure 3.8 shows the load-displacement curves obtained from the experimental phase of
all six configurations. A clear comparison can be made by looking at the loads and deflections of
the plots where the major events occur. All these results have been previously explained in detail
for each of the six cases (control beam, Design 1-5).
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Figure 3.8: Load-Displacement Plots for all Configurations
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1.8

3.1.2 Calibrations of Material Properties per Model

3.1.2.1 Control Beam
The load-displacement plot obtained from the control beam test is one of the most
important for any research work. It serves mainly as the base curve, for any type of comparison
with other designs.
During this study, the control beam plot (Figure 3.1) was used to calibrate the value of
the tensile strength of the concrete ( f t ) and its other tensile behavior. By matching the portion of
the curves where the first crack is supposed to appear, the tensile strength of the concrete was
determined. Even though the stiffness of the RC beam between the point where the first crack
appears and the yielding point of the steel can not be matched (because the finite element model
does not consider slip between the steel and the surrounding concrete), the hardening behavior of
the steel was able to be calibrated using section “5” of Figure 3.1. Finally, the Poisson’s ratio of
the concrete (ν ) , which plays an important role in the cracking mechanism of reinforced
concrete beams, was calibrated following the point where crushing of the concrete occurs (point
h of Figure 3.1).

3.1.2.2 Design 1
This is another important plot since it is used to calibrate the maximum interfacial shear
strength (τ max ) , the relative shear displacement at maximum shear strength (∆ s ,max ) (Figure
2.43), and the misalignment factor (k ) necessary to calculate the modulus of elasticity in the
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fiber direction (E1 ) . It is important to specify that a laboratory test of a 10-inches long by 1-inch
wide five-layers thick FRP composite was executed with the purpose of calculating the Young’s
modulus in the longitudinal direction (E1 ) . The value obtained from the test was to be 85 %
lower than the value obtained from Tsai’s equation. The experimental Young’s modulus was
used first in the FEA, but it was found that the one from Tsai’s equation gave a better
approximation to the slope (prior to steel yielding) of the load-displacement curve (Design 1).

3.1.2.3 Design 2
The plot obtained from the experiment (Figure 3.3) was used to check the shear
properties of the FRP (Gxy, Gxz and Gzy), calculated using Tsai’s equation and the mechanics of
material approach.

3.1.2.4 Design 3
The load-displacement plot (Figure 3.5) was used to calibrate the ultimate shear slippage

(∆ ) (Figure 2.44) that defines the softening behavior of the interface elements on the sides of
s ,ult

the RC beams.

3.1.2.5 Design 4
The results obtained from the experiment of the Design 4 configuration (Figure 3.6) are
not used to check any specific property, but the overall flexural behavior of the beam. Design 4
combines all the aspects of failure modes: failure of vertical lateral FRP strip due to in plane
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shear forces, FRP debonding of the bottom and diagonal strip due to shear interface failure, and
concrete crushing.

3.1.2.6 Design 5
Similar to Design 4, the type of configuration used in Design 5 is not intended to perform
any check of the properties previously defined.

3.1.3 Comparison of Load-Displacement Plots (Experiment and Finite Element)
As it was said previously, all of the following load-displacement plots (experimental and
finite element analysis) were obtained for a point located at the midspan, on the bottom concrete
surface and centered in the transversal direction. Figures 3.7 to 3.12 show the load-deflection
curves from the experiment results and the finite element analysis for all six beams. A brief
explanation of the reason why some sections of the plots differ is also shown.

3.1.3.1 Control Beam
From a comparison of the results reached from the control beam test and the analytical
modeling (Figure 3.9), it can be stated that the finite element model is able to describe the
behavior of the unstrengthened RC beam (no FRP attached) subjected to four-point loading.
After the first cracking of the concrete appears, a reduction in the stiffness of the finite
element model (section “1” in Figure 3.9) is noted. This is because the finite element model does
not consider the slip between the steel reinforcement and the concrete. In other words, the steel
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and the surrounded concrete are bonded to each other. This is not the case during the test
experiments where slippage between the concrete and the steel is a fact after a first crack in the
concrete is achieved. This problem can be overcome by adding interface elements around the
steel bars so slip between concrete and steel can be achieved. For the purpose of this study, the
inclusion of interface elements for this matter was not justified.
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Figure 3.9: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Control Beam)

Another difference between the two plots (experimental and analytical) is the way
concrete crushes (section “2”). In the experiment, a brittle-type failure mode of the concrete is
observed, whereas in the analytical concrete, crushing is not as brittle. This is due to the
limitation of the Thorenfeldt model given by DIANA. During the cylinder tests (Figure 2.22),
concrete fails brittle, something that can not be modeled using the Thorenfeldt curve (Figure
2.26). The concrete compressive behavior given by the Thorenfeldt equation is more ductile than
that obtained from test results (Figure 3.10).
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ε ult (eq.) ε
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Figure 3.10: Thorenfeldt Curve vs. Cylinder Compression Test

3.1.3.2 Design 1
Figure 3.11 shows a good agreement between the experiment and the analytical finite
element model (FEM). There are just a few things that should be mentioned from this
comparison.
First, before these plots (experimental) were obtained, all the design configurations
(control beam and Designs 1 to 5) were precracked in order to better study their responses due to
loading. This fact makes a difference in the results achieved from the FEM. In the analytical
model (DIANA FEM), the beams were not precracked. This difference is reflected in all of the
FEA results (Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.15) at about the same portion of the curve (section “1” in
Figure 3.11). It does not have any major impact in the maximum load the beams can carry before
total failure occurs.
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Figure 3.11: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Design 1)

Finally, the effect that has the modeling of the steel reinforcement as bonded to the
concrete surround it. This can be seen in section “2” of Figure 3.11. Slippage between concrete
and steel is not allowed, causing a difference in the load-displacement results.

3.1.3.3 Design 2
The overall behavior of the current design configuration could be simulated using finite
elements. A good agreement was achieved between the two plots (Figure 3.12). Even though a
clear shear failure of the lateral strip close to midspan and complete FRP debonding (bottom)
was not as close as the one from the test (section “1” in Figure 3.12), the maximum load carried
by the beam and the crushing of the concrete at midspan were attained (section “2” in Figure
3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Design 2)

3.1.3.4 Design 3
For the analytical model of this design configuration, all the major events that occurred
during the test loading process were accurately simulated, with the exception of the complete
debond failure of the lateral FRP composite close to the midspan, where just a partial debonding
was achieved (section “1” in Figure 3.13). The brittle failure of the concrete at the midspan
(section “2”) was not accurately modeled for the control beam and Design 3, as well. Even with
these differences, a good agreement between the results obtained from the experiment and the FE
ones from the finite element model was obtained.
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Figure 3.13: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Design 3)

3.1.3.5 Design 4
The lack of coincident nodes between the concrete and the interface elements necessitates
selection of a different type of interface and FRP elements for the middle strip (60º angle with
the horizontal). This change in element type was one of the reasons for not a match as close as in
the other design plots.
The other reason for the mismatch was the drop in the overall stiffness of the beam
(section “1” in Figure 3.14). This section shows an event in the load-deflection plot that is still
not well understood. The cause of this drop in stiffness of the experimental beam could be
irregularities in the concrete-FRP interface. Moreover, the decrease on the stiffness of Design 4
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during the loading (section “2”) was due to softening behavior of the bottom interface that lasted
until a total FRP debonding of one-half of the beam.
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Figure 3.14: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Design 4)

3.1.3.6 Design 5
A good agreement behavior of the finite element model of Design 5 was achieved as a
whole. Complete debonding of the bottom FRP was obtained but not as drastically as in the
experimental one (section “1” in Figure 3.15). Also, crushing of the concrete was not as brittle as
in the control beam.
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Figure 3.15: Load vs. Displacement Comparison (Design 5)
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3.2 Influence of Material Variation
During the analytical phase of the all the design configurations, it has been found that
there are some materials properties that can have a major impact on the load carrying capacity,
failure modes and crack patterns of the RC beams. Some of these properties are listed and
explained below.

3.2.1 Concrete Tensile Strength ( f t )
Concrete tensile strength completely defines the point where the first crack occurs in the
load-displacement curve. Also, it is responsible for the reduction of the compressive strength due
to lateral cracking of the concrete (Section 2.3.1.1.d of this thesis). Last, but no less important, it
is the value that defines the peak value in the normal interfacial stress vs. peeling curve (Figure
2.42). In other words, it marks the point where peel-off of the concrete (or interfacial failure in
the normal direction) occurs.

3.2.2 Concrete Compressive Strength ( f c' )
Crushing of the concrete is fully governed by the concrete compressive strength. Even
with the increase in compressive strength of certain elements in the mesh subjected to biaxial and
triaxial compressive stresses, the f c' value serves as limit between crushing or not of the
concrete. It influences in the Young’s modulus of the concrete and, consequently, the stiffness of
the control beam, before yielding of the steel is reached.
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3.2.3 Young’s Modulus of the Concrete and Steel Reinforcement (Ec and Es)
The Young’s modulus of the Concrete and Steel Reinforcement are responsible for the
behavior of the unstrengthened RC beam between the point where the first crack of the concrete
occurs and the point where yielding of the steel bars is achieved. After this section, they have no
effect since the steel bars start their softening behavior (hardening and therefore, a different
stiffness) and the concrete is significantly cracked.

3.2.4 Concrete Poisson’s Ratio (ν )
Concrete Poisson’s ratio is responsible for the lateral cracking of the concrete and,
consequentially, reduction in the concrete compressive strength. This is an important factor in
the three-dimensional modeling of reinforced concrete structures, as explained in Chapter 2.

3.2.5 Modulus of Elasticity of the FRP Composite in the Fiber Direction (E1 )
This composite property is, in association with the Young’s modulus of the concrete and
steel, responsible for the stiffness of the strengthened RC beam between first cracking of the
concrete and yielding of the steel during the loading process. It also plays an important role in
the normal debonding failure of the FRP at the unanchored ends (Design 1) and in the shear
debonding failure of the FRP in the zone where flexural macro-cracks appear.
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3.2.6 Linear Stiffness Modulus in the Normal and Shear Directions (D11 & D22 )
The linear stiffness moduli have the most influence on the load transfer between the FRP
composite and the concrete. A small value will cause a reduction in the load carried by the beam
since the load is transferred slowly due to excessive normal or shear relative deformations. On
the other hand, if a big interfacial stiffness is used, the load coming from the concrete is
transferred more quickly to the FRP, producing an increase in the overall load supported by the
strengthened beam.

3.3 Crack Patterns
Stresses and strains are calculated at the integration points and then extrapolated to the
element nodes, as was explained in Chapter Two. The location of the integration points in the
concrete elements are shown in Figure 3.16. It is at the integration points where the cracks
(Figure 3.18) are formed perpendicular to the tensile principal stresses.
Integration Points

Concrete Element
(CHX60)

Figure 3.16: Integration Point Locations in Concrete Elements
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Since the crack pattern can only be seen for one layer of concrete elements at a time, it
was necessary to define what layer to use. For the effect of this study, the outer layer (Figure
3.17) was used because this layer reflects better reflects the Poisson’s ratio in the lateral cracking
of the concrete.
Inner and middle Concrete
Layer (not used)

Midspan
Outer Concrete Layer (used)
Support
Figure 3.17: Concrete Layer used to show Crack Pattern of the Control Beam

Figure 3.18 shows the evolution of crack pattern of the control beam at the moment of
crushing of the concrete at midspan. Due to the creation of a more refined mesh (the area close to
the midspan) where the concrete elements were just one inch long (as seen in Chapter 2), a
difference in darkness is clearly observed. The integration points are closer, so the cracks in the
area make the midspan look darker.
Two areas are highlighted: an area “a”, which consists of mainly flexural cracks, and an
area “b”, where diagonal cracks prevail. From the testing of the control beam, it could be noted
that flexural cracks (midspan) appear first, followed by diagonal cracks that propagate from the
loading points to the supports.
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(b)
(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18: Crack Pattern at Concrete Crushing (Control Beam)
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CHAPTER 4

PARAMETRIC STUDIES

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the development of an FEM and later, an analysis of two doublereinforced concrete beam configurations: one unstrengthened and the other strengthened using
FRP composite on the bottom surface. The beams are subjected to four-point loading as shown in
Figure 4.1. The concrete cross-sectional area and steel reinforcement details are shown in Figure
4.2.

Figure 4.1: Concrete and Steel Reinforcement Configurations for the two Beams

The same analytical methodology used on the six beams previously studied will be
implemented on these two arrangements. Since the beams have not been tested yet, no
comparison between the experimental and analytical results can be done. For this reason, the
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behavior achieved from the finite element analysis (load-displacement curve for the control beam
and the FRP strengthened one) will be consider as a prediction of the real beam’s behavior under
loading.

Figure 4.2: Concrete Cross Sectional Area and Reinforcement Details

4.1.1 Control Beam
The FE modeling of the unstrengthened beam was executed exactly the same way as the
one used for the control beam studied in Chapter 2. Symmetry in both directions (longitudinal
and transversal) was exploited; considerably reducing the computing time needed for the
analysis. The command file used in these configurations was the same as the ones used in
previous Designs.
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Table 4.1: Material Properties used for the Control Beam
Material Type
Material Properties

( )

Compressive Strength f c'
Tensile Strength ( f t )

Young Modulus (E c & E s )
Poisson’s Ratio (ν )

Concrete

Steel Reinforcement

5 ksi

60 ksi

0.35 ksi

60 ksi

4030.5 ksi

29000 ksi

0.2

0.29

4.1.1.1 Control Beam Results
Using the same methodology used for the analysis of the previous beams, a prediction of
the unstrengthened beam could be made. The behavior of the control beam studied in Chapter 2
and 3 is very similar to the one obtained in this parametric study (Figure 4.3). After yielding of
the steel, an almost flat portion of the load-displacement curve can be observed. This is mainly
due to the hardening behavior of the reinforcement in combination with a low concrete strength

(

)

used in the construction of the beams ( f c' = 5000 psi . A lower concrete strength decreases the
moment arm of the beam and consequently, reduces the load carrying capacity. On the other
hand, a reduction of the steel hardening modulus decreases the overall stiffness of the beam after
yielding of the steel is reached.
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Figure 4.3: Load-Displacement Curve from the FEA (Control Beam)

At early stages (section “1” in Figure 4.3), the concrete and steel behave elastically.
Then, first cracking of the concrete (at midspan) occurs at about 14 kips of applied load (point
‘d”). Concrete continues to crack during section “3” while steel stays elastic. At 56 kips of load,
yielding of steel close to midspan is reached (point “f”). After yielding of the reinforcement, the
steel bars located in the tensile zone of the RC beam (midspan) enter the hardening phase of their
behavior (section “5”). Cracking of the concrete continues until crushing of the top surface of the
concrete beam at midspan occurs (point “h”).
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4.1.2 Beam Strengthening using FRP
Until yielding of the steel reinforcement occurs, both curves (Design 1 from Chapter 2
and the FRP strengthened beam used for this study) behave in a similar fashion (Figure 3.1 and
Figure 4.4). A summary of the materials and their properties used for this case are shown in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Material Properties used for the Control Beam
Steel

FRP

Reinforcement

Composite

5 ksi

60 ksi

-

0.35 ksi

60 ksi

-

4030.5 ksi

29000 ksi

-

0.2

0.29

-

Modulus of Elasticity in the “1” direction (E1 )

-

-

14.167 msi

Modulus of Elasticity in the “2” direction (E 2 )

-

-

1.463 msi

Modulus of Elasticity in the “3” direction (E3 )

-

-

1.463 msi

Poisson’s ratio (ν xy )

-

-

0.23

Poisson’s ratio (ν yz )

-

-

0.30

Poisson’s ratio (ν xz )

-

-

0.23

Material Type

Concrete

Material Properties

( )

Compressive Strength f c'
Tensile Strength ( f t )

Young Modulus (E c & E s )
Poisson’s Ratio (ν )

After steel yields, Design 1 has a debonding failure almost immediately, whereas the one
from the parametric study does not fail as quickly. This is due to the stiffness of the FRP
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composite. Only two layers of carbon fiber were used in this study, whereas more than twice that
amount (5 layers with the same thickness per layer) were applied to the bottom surface of the
concrete RC beams. An increase in the thickness of the composite makes debonding occur more
quickly because the composite is so stiff that it does not stretch as much, increasing the relative
displacement between the concrete and the FRP.
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Figure 4.4: Load-Displacement Curve from the FEA (with FRP bottom layer)

The following is a quick explanation of the major events that occur during the FEA of the
FRP strengthened RC beam.
Concrete, FRP and steel behave elastically during section “1” of the load-displacement
plot (Figure 4.4). Concrete starts to crack at midspan (bottom surface) on “d”. After first
cracking occurs, steel remains elastic until (at point “f” in the curve) reinforcement bars located
in the tensile side of the beam (close to midspan) yield. (3). Some of the steel reinforcement
reaches hardening (section “5”) until debonding of the bottom FRP strips is achieved (point
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“h”). The FRP composite stays elastic throughout all the loading, whereas concrete does not
crush at all.

4.1.3 Comparison between the Strengthened and Unstrengthened Concrete Beam
As expected, a considerable increment in the load carrying capacity of the beam (16 %) is
obtained from the application of FRP composite to the bottom of the RC beam. The only two
drawbacks are that ductility of the Design 1 configuration is reduced due to end-debonding of the
FRP composite and that the structural failure of the beam occurs with no warning. This is
something that needs to be taken in consideration every time a design without anchorage (Uwraps, tendons, X type wraps, etc.) is needed.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Control Beam and Strengthened RC Configuration
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

5.1.1 Conclusions for the FEM of the studied beams
A fully nonlinear FE study of the flexural behavior of RC beams strengthened using
different FRP configurations has been made. Detailed three-dimensional finite element models
were created to predict the load capacity, failure modes and crack pattern of RC beams
strengthened with FRP. The results obtained from the study were compared to the ones achieved
from testing (O’Riordan-Adjah, 2004), and a good agreement was found. For the parametric
study, comparison between experimental and FEA results could not be done since the two beams
(control beam and FRP strengthened) have not been tested yet.
The following is a list of the conclusions obtained from the FEA of the six design
configurations and parametric study discussed in this thesis.
1. From a general point of view, the overall behavior of the studied beams (loaddisplacement plots) has been successfully simulated using the finite element
approach. Even with the exclusion of the bond slip between the steel
reinforcement and the surrounding concrete, a good agreement was obtained.
2. The deflection capacity of the strengthened beams using U-wrap FRP anchorage
was significantly increased in comparison to the control beam. In the case where
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no lateral strips (Design 1 in Chapter 2 & 3) were used, a sudden debonding
failure was observed.
3. High stiffness of the bottom FRP composite used in all six designs (Chapter 2)
was the main cause of the interface failure in the shear direction (along the fiber).
High stiffness of the composite increases the relative shear displacement between
the concrete and the bottom FRP. This was proved when analyzing the
strengthened beam (parametric study in Chapter 4), where a low stiffness was
used. Debonding of the FRP and crushing of the concrete happened at the same
time.
4. The maximum load carrying capacity of all strengthened beams was considerable
increased due to the application of FRP composite as a strengthening material.
The results obtained from the experiments range from a 12.5% (Design 1) to a
35.4% (Design 3) increase in the total load supported by the beam when
compared to the control beam before structural failure is reached.
5. Concrete crushing was the failure mode of all the beams studied with exception
of Design 1 (Chapter 2 & 3) where end debonding of the FRP composite was
achieved at the early stages of the loading process. Failure mode due to rupture of
the composite was avoided by using a stiff FRP plate on the bottom of the beams,
analyzed in the early chapters.
6. Surface conditions (framework) can affect interface behavior mainly in designs
where only bottom FRP composite is used. The FEM did not consider any type of
these imperfections, so a complete flat surface for the entire framework in contact
with the concrete was assumed.
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7. The crack patterns at the final loads obtained from the FEA correspond well with
experimental ones observed after structural failure of the beams. It is important to
note that the lateral FRP strips do not greatly affect the crack behavior of the
beams. The stresses produced in the lateral direction are small when compared to
the ones produced by bending of the beam; therefore, cracks appeared first
perpendicular to the longitudinal direction where the lateral FRP had no
influence.

5.2 Recommendations

5.2.1 Recommendations on the finite element model and analysis
The following recommendations are given to improve how the finite element models of
the beams are developed and analyzed using DIANA software.
1. For the finite element model of the beams, it is recommended to take into
consideration the bond slip between the steel bars and the surrounding concrete.
This can be done by adding interface elements between the two and using a
predefined bond slip behavior already available in the DIANA program.
2. If computing time is not an issue, multi-point constraints (tyings), used to join the
elements from the FRP that do not have an exact match on the concrete mesh,
should be avoided. Instead, an increase in the concrete mesh size should be done.
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In the modeling of Design 4, tyings were used since an increase in the mesh size
will considerably affect the computing time.
3. Concrete cylinder tests should be conducted during the first month of age and on
the day of the experiment. Also, tensile testing of the steel bar used in the
reinforcement should be performed as well. During the analysis phase of this
study, it was assumed that the concrete compressive strength did not change with
time after 28 days since no laboratory test was performed.
4. A larger number of tests per configuration (different FRP arrangements) need to
be executed with the purpose of fully corroborating the results of any final
element model. Therefore, it is recommended that more specimens be constructed
and tested that can be compared with the FEM approach followed in this study.
5. The size of the load increments should be chosen carefully. For highly nonlinear
load-displacement plots, the number of increments needs to be several times
bigger that for an almost linear behavior. In portion of the load-displacement
curve, where a marked nonlinear behavior is observed, the size of this increment
should be reduced to avoid instability and divergence problems. The selection of
step sizes that are too small can also produce an unstable behavior of the finite
element model.
6. The tolerance used to run the analysis is also a value that needs to be selected
carefully. It can also results in divergence problems if the value chosen is not
small enough for the unit system (loading) used. The tolerance cannot be the same
in cases where the load units are far apart, example: kips and lb.
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APPENDIX:
COMMAND FILES USED FOR THE COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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COMMAND FILE FOR CONTROL BEAM
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(44) .01(4)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 132
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1399-1408
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero (good)"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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COMMAND FILE FOR DESIGN 1
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(39) .01(6)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 214
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1481-1490
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Frp"
TEXT "Midspan element"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 40
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 41
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Interface"
TEXT "Critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 100
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1535 1565 1568 1572
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
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END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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COMMAND FILE FOR DESIGN 2
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(40) .01(15)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 284
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1551-1560
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Frp"
TEXT "Midspan and lateral critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 140
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 41 92 110 124 133
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Interface"
TEXT "Critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 185
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1614 1632 1646 1693 1737
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
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END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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COMMAND FILE FOR DESIGN 3
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(50)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 313
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1580-1589
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Frp"
TEXT "Midspan and lateral critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 120
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 41 110 140 170
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Interface"
TEXT "Critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 260
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1634 1664 1667 1671 1743 1773 1803
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
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END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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COMMAND FILE FOR DESIGN 4
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(1)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1703
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 330-339
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Frp"
TEXT "Midspan and lateral critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 120
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 82 113 144 207
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Interface"
TEXT "Critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 260
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1785 1816 1844 1916
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
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END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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COMMAND FILE FOR DESIGN 5
*FILOS
INITIA
*NONLIN
BEGIN MODEL
BEGIN ASSEMB
TOLERA=1.E-6
AUTOTY OFF
END ASSEMB
MATRIX
LOADS
END MODEL
BEGIN TYPE
PHYSIC
END TYPE
BEGIN EXECUT
BEGIN LOAD
LOADNR=1
BEGIN STEPS
BEGIN EXPLIC
SIZE .02(37) .01(26)
BEGIN ARCLEN
UPDATE
END ARCLEN
END EXPLIC
END STEPS
END LOAD
BEGIN ITERAT
BEGIN METHOD
NEWTON REGULA TANGEN
END METHOD
MAXITE=6
BEGIN LINESE
ETAMAX=1.0 ETAMIN=0.1 PSI=0.8 DETA=0.1 MAXLS=5
END LINESE
BEGIN CONVER
ENERGY CONTIN TOLCON 0.0001
FORCE OFF
DISPLA OFF
END CONVER
END ITERAT
BEGIN SOLVE
BEGIN DIRECT
METHOD GENEL
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ORDER MINIMI CPU
END DIRECT
END SOLVE
BEGIN LOGGIN
OFF
END LOGGIN
END EXECUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Load-Displacement"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 318
NODES ALL
INTPNT NONE
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
DISPLA TOTAL TRANSL GLOBAL
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT FILE "Concrete-cracking"
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN CRAC
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL LOCAL INTPNT
STRAIN CRACK INTPNT
STATUS CRACK
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Concrete"
TEXT "Crushing elements at midspan"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 425
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1585-1594
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ NODES
END OUTPUT
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BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Acero"
TEXT "Bottom longitudinal steel bars"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 190
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
ELEMEN NONE
BEGIN REINFO 53 54
INTPNT ALL
ELEMEN ALL
END REINFO
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY LOCAL XX INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN LOCAL XX INTPNT
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Frp"
TEXT "Midspan and lateral critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
COMBIN
LINPAG 140
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 41 86 96 110 144
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
REINFO NONE
STEPS ALL
END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL CAUCHY GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
STRAIN TOTAL GREEN GLOBAL XX YY ZZ XY ZX NODES
END OUTPUT
BEGIN OUTPUT TABULA FILE="Interface"
TEXT "Critical elements"
BEGIN LAYOUT
LINPAG 185
END LAYOUT
BEGIN SELECT
BEGIN ELEMEN 1642 1652 1666 1700 1771
NODES ALL
INTPNT ALL
END ELEMEN
STEPS ALL
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END SELECT
STRESS TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
STRAIN TOTAL TRACTI LOCAL X Y Z INTPNT
END OUTPUT
*END
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